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Slide 1 – 1 minute Well Stephen, we could even consider taking this one step further by suggesting automation of the complete O2C cycle. Something like e-Invoicing for example is pretty well known, but there are many other ways in which automating the O2C cycle can benefit Business. At Serrala we speak with many organizations on a day to day basis about their O2C procedures and find that more often than not processes are only partially or not at all automated. 



Business express their concern around…. 
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Embracing new technologies can help your business to be more proactive instead of 
reactive. 
Additionally it can significantly improve both customer and staff satisfaction.  
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Slide 2 – 1 minute Yet Business express their concerns that segmented processes and high volumes of manual and error prone-activities translate into reduced productivity due to a lack of efficiency, transparency and visibility.These things can of course have a negative impact on the overall business performance as strategic business decision are impacted by the available data. But, these elements can also have a significant impact on staff moral and customer satisfaction levels.  



Automation is a top priority across O2C, helping to improve 
productivity, lower cost, increase agility and reduce risk
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Slide 3 – 2 minutes For those reasons alone it is worth to consider embracing new technologies and to invest in automation of the O2C process. But end to end automation is not automatically accepted, and a survey conducted by Serrala indicates that only 9% of organizations have an end-to-end O2C cycle in place. This suggests that automation is a top priority across the board, as harmonization and standardization of processes will help reduce DSO, Improve Cash visibility, Streamline disputes and deductions, and of-ourse reduce bad debt risk. So given all these benefits exists through automating the O2C workflows, why is the adaptation rate so low? 
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Slide 4 – 2 minutes Well a vast amount of information is available around automation, including AI, ML and Robotics, which can be quite daunting. And the fact that technologies develop very fast and become more comprehensive makes it harder to understand when and how to integrate such technologies.And then there is also some internal factors that will play a key role in the decision making, such as; complex infrastructures, budget constraints and possibly simply a fear of change. Taking all of these elements into account, it very important for Business to identify their true needs in the mid to long term to ensure they are making the right choices when considering adaptation. 



Integrated solutions can significantly reduce process cost. 
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Slide 5  - 1 Minute But it has been proven that those business’ adapting to new technologies such as robotics, AI and ML earlier rather than later, have significant less process cost. Can more easily adapt to the ever changing business regulations and have better scalability. Connecting the various O2C segments through integrated workflows combined with in and external information inflows, really helps align the end-to-end O2C cycle, and this is exactly what Serrala offers through its FS O2C suit. As a result Business really get to know their customers and start to work proactively rather than reactively.This can translate into 56% less process cost for a Business. So let me give some examples of elements you could automate in the end-to-end O2C cycle: 
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Slide 6 – 3 minutesLet’s start with cash applications. Integrating some AI and ML features can really help apply cash faster and more accurately. For example we have developed a technology called ‘’smart eye”, which will identify received payments based on bank-statement and remit information regardless of language used. This information is then translated into a clearing proposal even in cases where some information is missing. This process can result in a daily matching rate which is significantly higher than when done manually.   Additionally you can identify deductions more efficiently and let the system decide what to do with such deductions, depending on the type of deduction. This helps reduce DSO, improve Cash visibility and identify payment behaviors. Having up to date payment information is of course crucial for Collections and Dispute management so they know what to chase when and how.But chasing due balances and sending out statements is often a very manual process and thus very time consuming, leaving little time to focus on underlying reasons for disputes and deductions. So automation of dunning and legal dunning processes, combined with automated collection methods can save a lot of time and allow for more focus on resolving ongoing disputes and poor paying customers.                                                                                                                                                            If you combines this with integrated track records on portfolio, account and clerk level this really creates clarity as to what is happening in the portfolio. And as a result you can then really fine-tune your collections and dispute management strategies by identifying who are good payers, who are the poor payers, and what kind of disputes arise and how long does it take to resolve them.Ultimately this translates in less write-offs and avoids unnecessary credit-blocks in the process. And if we look at risk and compliance, there is a lot of information handling from both in & external sources such as Sales Forecasts, Financials, Collaterals and NDA’s. But obtaining relevant information timely is often challenging enough and, once received it this still requires processing, analyzing and interpreting, before an informed decision can be made. And then of course there is the need of obtaining Credit Limit approvals based on such information. But often by the time this is all done, some information may already be out of date and or insufficient. So platforms such as self-service portals for customer onboarding or financial data submission, automated scorecards methodologies (providing risk category/credit rating updates), fully automated access to 3 party information such as “credit rating agency and insurance providers” and of course predictive analytics all helps in providing a more up to date and thus more accurate picture. This can then help improve risk and compliance strategies and ultimately helps maximize revenues whilst minimizing bad-debt risk.  
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Additionally having access to relevant and meaningful information though-out the O2C cycle, positively impacts “Knowing Your Customer”, understanding the markets you operate in and allows for adapting more efficiently to changing Business regulations. This all results in more efficiency, transparency and visibility. And Stephen as you already confirmed of course this also needs to be translated in meaningful output to support important business decision.     At Serrala we also invest a lot in Business Intelligence, recognizing the importance of real-time reporting on the O2C cycle. Having outdated information is not sufficient enough these days to make a swift and informed decision. So embracing new technologies and business intelligence reporting can really bring the 02C process to the forefront of the finance value chain, where it can positively influence strategic business decisions. O2C is important even if others do not instantly recognize this. And of course it is inevitable that the future of O2C will continue to be impacted by ongoing technology- developments such as predictive analytics, social media integration, self-service portals, cloud integration and crypto currency transactions. So it is an interesting time to watch this space and so, if you have not yet embraced automation… then maybe now is the right time to consider it. Andre…
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